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This 45 page booklet explains techniques likely to delay or prevent Alzheimer's Disease. It is
presented primarily in a non-scientific way. The work also contains information on new
approaches to treating Alzheimer's that are in the pipeline.



A Short Alzheimer’s Delay and Prevention Plan By Robert CourtadeCopyright 2017 Robert E.
Courtade Medical Disclaimer: The ideas expressed in this booklet are for information only.
Please consult with a medical provider such as a neurologist if you are concerned about
memory issues. Please consult with a medical provider before beginning an exercise program
or supplementing diet. Also by Robert Courtade:Self-help for Fear and Anger“Dig a well before
you are thirsty.” Chinese proverb Introduction. As I approach 70 years of age, I notice that my
memory is not as sharp as it was in my youth. I have some risk factors that have focused my
attention on Alzheimer’s and other dementias. Previously a smoker, I also was obese during
middle age. Certainly, my symptoms so far are not that unusual for my age.The media every day
publish articles about Alzheimer’s disease. Some news items feature possible prevention. Some
stories highlight new treatments in the pipeline. Some items focus on treatment trials that did not
work. (Most do not pan out.)For those concerned about an eventual Alzheimer’s diagnosis, this
booklet will focus on possible delay and prevention as well as new treatments in the pipeline.
There are several medicines currently approved for Alzheimer’s but these treatments are not
cures. They only slightly improve symptoms of these terrible conditions and then only
temporarily. Anyone diagnosed with or suspecting a dementia should certainly consult with a
neurologist in order to obtain the best medical care available. The sad fact is that Alzheimer’s
Disease (AD) is a fatal condition.Why the focus on delay and prevention? Although these
diseases might develop over a decade or two, Alzheimer’s and other dementias typically hit
people hard in old age. The vast majority of those afflicted are over 70. Many experience these
conditions after the age of 80. Many of us will die after the age of 80. If we could delay onset of
Alzheimer’s ten years, we might totally avoid or substantially limit this disease in our old age. We
might avoid the morbidity, premature death and expense these conditions cause. Our society
and government might also save huge amounts of money. And our loved ones would avoid the
stress and financial expense inherent in our care. Finally, in 5-10 years the treatments for
Alzheimer’s are likely to be much more effective than those available now.This is a short book
highlighting our current knowledge of prevention. Scientific explanations will be limited to
minimize the length of the book and to retain the interest of lay readers. A book describing in
detail the science regarding Alzheimer’s Disease and its prevention could be an extremely long
book. There is no guarantee that efforts will actually delay or prevent Alzheimer’s. But better
health from such efforts would be a byproduct anyway.Delay could be prevention for those who
die of other causes in old age. Delay would also be a blessing for our loved ones. I firmly
believe that efforts to delay onset of Alzheimer’s are worthwhile. Unfortunately, the fact is that
only some will make the effort.“Tomorrow belongs to those who can hear it coming.” David
Bowie Could they slow aging itself? For thousands of years, people have dreamt of a fountain of
youth. Scientists are unlikely to find it. They have found clues, though, of ways to moderately
slow the aging process.In animal studies, including those with monkeys, researchers have



repeatedly determined that severe calorie restriction (CR) can slow the aging process. This
good news is likely to apply to humans. The bad news is that such a diet is extremely difficult to
follow. A few hardy souls are trying to follow a severe CR diet. However, most who know about
the benefit are unwilling to attempt it. New research also indicates that intermittent fasting might
achieve a benefit more easily.Scientists have also discovered that the cheap generic diabetes
medicine metformin can improve longevity in animals. Metformin was discovered in England in
1957 and has proven to be generally safe. Researchers believe that it mimics the effects of
calorie restriction. The US Food and Drug Administration has approved the initiation of a clinical
trial to study the impact of metformin on several diseases of aging such as Alzheimer’s, heart
disease and cancer. The medicine is available by prescription for diabetes, pre-diabetes,
metabolic syndrome and obesity.Another substance that appears promising is resveratrol, a
component of grapes and other foods. Studies in mice revealed a benefit in regard to aging.
Human studies have not been performed. A consumer can purchase resveratrol supplements
without a prescription. “Study the past if you would define the future.” Confucius What is
Alzheimer’s Disease? Alzheimer’s Disease is a progressive neurodegenerative disease that
advances over more than 10 years. In its early development, there are no symptoms. After it is
actually diagnosed, the patient will experience short-term memory failure. Later mood swings
may develop. Problems with language and disorientation afflict the patient. During the course of
the illness, loss of motivation occurs. Patients suffer delusions. Finally, AD causes death as
body functions fail.The disease progresses after formation of amyloid protein plaques that
accumulate in the spaces between nerve cells. And tau protein tangles form inside such cells.
Diagnosis is performed via memory testing, personal history as well as possible imaging studies
in order to rule out other diseases.
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